
Ivy Day Oration
BY EUGtNE CURTISS

ladies and gentlemen, fellow students:
We are indeed fortunate to be eble to take

this occasion to celebrate a day of sentimental
memories here at the university I believe today
has been traditional almost since the opening of
this and let us hope that in the future it
shall remain so.

It has been the policy of my predecessors at
this time to dwell mainly upon the faults or upon
the pood points of the university, and oecause this
Is a university function, quite naturally some phase
of the school should be discussed. However, it seem.'
to me that there is a situation at the present tim.
that pertains to the students of the university
rather than the university itself, which should be

discussed.

Iet us look first to the present international
situation. We find that a!l of the major powers of
Kurope today are engaged in a chaotic conflict. The
winner of that conflict cannot- - be determined at
this time, but we all krow that the interests of the
United States are vitally in accord with those of
the allies, as a result, and since the plight of the
allies seems very serious, it is possible, and' even

probable, that the United States will enter this con-

flict. Our entrance into this war will require the
United States to draw into her armed forces prob-

ably every able-bodie- d man between the ages of 18

and 40, and into this category we will find included
practically all college men.

Therefore, we find many students concluding
now that their college careers will be cut short and

that since they may not be able to finish now. they
probably never will finish, and there has developed
a feeling of futility as far as their academic pur-

suits are concerned. We need look back only three
years to see that then the average college student
vu preparing for his or her career, that the time
he was spending here at the university, he spent in

preparing for a lifetime job. and that since his

entire future wa probably based upon his accom-

plishments in that field, he quite naturally desired
to attain the highest levels he possibly could. A

result, the college student of that day diligently
applied himself to his work. Today, however, rather
than contemplating pursuing the line of activity,
which he has chosen, the average college student
has nothing to contemplate in the next few years
but joining the armed forces of the United States,
either as a draftee or a soldier.

The fortunate ones will go in as officers, the
leSk, fortunate as privates. It seems quite obvious

that education obtained at the univer-

sity, with the exception perhaps of the required
ROTC course, would not benefit one in such a post

to the slightest degree. Hence, there has grown up
a pessimistic attitude toward school today, a feel-

ing of futility and of hopeless endeavor. From this,

deplorable as the fact may seem, the standard of

our university has fallen very greatly me past two
years. But let us examine this viewpoint to see if

the defeatist attitude taken by
is substantially correct.

We need to look only to htitory to see that
wars do not last forever. The lAigest we un be- -

tiv th rvistinsr war will las? ia two three
more years, and the taking out of two or three
years from the lifetime of the average 18 or
19 year old student will still leave him a life ex-

pectancy of 40 years. We must remember that we

will have ourselves and our familiea and our chil-

dren to support during that time, and the best the
only way to secure assurance that they will be
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